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 PC Games Portugues is a type of PC game brought to you by Thesaurus Games in Brazil, and it was added on 13. Jan. PC
Games Portugues is a type of PC game brought to you by Thesaurus Games in Brazil, and it was added on 13. Jan. Pharaoh

Cleopatra's Experience. Let Pharaoh Cleopatra's Experience make your day! Have fun playing this puzzle app. - FREE version -
NO ads - Connect to Facebook to try Pharaoh Cleopatra's Experience free! - Pharaoh Cleopatra's Experience is a free puzzle

game for Windows and Windows Phone 8. - TRY TO SOLVE THE PUZZLE! - GETTING STARTED IS EASY!- Click on the
picture to start the puzzle!- Your score will be displayed in red next to the picture. - CLEAR the picture in 5 moves!- To do that,

you must connect the right shape by dragging it from one end to another. - You can complete a level with a given number of
moves, no matter how challenging!- You will be able to receive a "special bonus" after the end of each level. The bonus will be a

colored picture of your score and a unique animation, so you can share it with your friends! - GETTING HIGHSCORE IS
EASY!- Each level has a highscore table, so you can see who has completed the level with the fewest moves.- You can edit the

highscore table to save it for future games. - Pharaoh Cleopatra's Experience is a puzzle game for everyone. There are no
ratings, no ads and no parental control. - Get the pro version for more levels, more pictures and other features! Pharaoh
Cleopatra's Experience is a very enjoyable puzzle game, designed to challenge all the players with its unique style, it was

developed with a special focus in making the gameplay experience even more pleasant and enjoyable. FEATURES: ? Custom
level design! To create a custom level design, you can just drag and drop the shapes you want, and then name your level! ?

Unlimited lives! You can restart at any time, without losing your score or your highscore. ? Highscore table! You can save your
highscore and display it next to your name. ? Game Center! You can also compare your highscores with your friends. ? Gallery!
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